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ABSTRACT
We develop techniques for estimating one-way loss from a
measurement host to network routers which exploit com-
monly implemented features on commercial routers and do
not require any new router capabilities. The work addresses
the problem of scalably performing one-way loss measure-
ments across specific network paths.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.3 [Network Operations]: Network monitoring

General Terms
Measurement, Performance

Keywords
Measurement, Monitoring, Performance, Multicast, One-way
loss

1. INTRODUCTION
Internet service providers increasingly wish to monitor the

performance of customer traffic within their networks. One
particularly sought-after capability is that of measuring the
one-way performance along a specific path (or subpath) from
a network element A to an element B in the provider back-
bone part of a provider-based VPN (Figure 1). Recent work
has proposed using remote virtual monitoring [1, 2]. A single
centralized monitoring host establishes virtual connections
(e.g., via encapsulation) to routers in the network to en-
able remote monitoring of customer performance. In the
context of VPNs, the monitor can send and receive either
unicast (for unicast VPN) or multicast (for multicast VPN)
traffic across the provider backbone. Within the provider
network, this traffic appears like, and is treated the same
as, the corresponding traffic sent by the customer into the
VPN. As an illustration, in Figure 1, the monitor M virtu-
ally attaches to points A and B. M transmits probe packets
to A along path PMA. From A to B, the probes traverse the
path PAB that we want to monitor. Finally they are sent
back from B to M along the path PBM . By comparing what
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Figure 1: Monitoring one-way performance in VPNs

was sent to what was eventually recieved, M can measure
the one-way performance along the directed path PMABM .
The key advantage of this approach is that it requires a sin-
gle specialized monitor located anywhere, making it easy to
deploy and manage such a system.

A critical component of these systems is the ability to
factor out the performance contributions due to paths PMA

and PBM from the overall performance observed on PMABM

to determine the performance on the path of interest PAB.
The measurement problem then devolves to measuring one-
way loss for paths PMA and PBM , where one end of the path
has a specialized measurement device and the other end is
a production router. The existing remote virtual monitor-
ing systems [1, 2] use round trip measurements between the
monitoring device and the network routers and assign half
the measured loss to each direction of the path. Since path
properties are known to be asymmetric, we are motivated
to explore more accurate techniques for factoring out the
performance of the one-way paths.

2. CONTRIBUTIONS
We develop novel techniques for estimating one-way loss

from a measurement host to network routers, which exploit
commonly implemented features on commercial routers and
do not require any new router capabilities. By exploit-
ing these features, the expense of deploying special purpose
measurement hosts can be avoided while overcoming the
shortcomings of two-way measurements between a source
measurement host and a router. In this extended abstract
we overview key components of our approach and describe
three specific measurement scenarios in which these tech-
niques may be deployed. We point the reader to a full ver-



Figure 2: Three measurement configurations and associated logical multicast topologies

sion of the paper [5] for a detailed description and evalua-
tion. There are three components. Firstly, GRE tunneling
is used to control the paths followed by measurement traffic
through the network. Secondly, innovative probing meth-
ods, coupled with standard measurement capabilities such
as NetFlow and SNMP, are used to isolate the performance
of groups or even individual measurement packets. Thirdly,
we exploit and extend tomographic inference methods in
order to extract the performance of probe traffic on cus-
tomer paths within the network. This combination yields
a powerful yet lightweight method to determine customer
performance within the network.

We propose three specific measurement configurations;
these are illustrated in Figure 2. In each figure αi or βi are
the packet transmission probabilities associated with tun-
nels. The three configurations differ in the type of loss
information that can be measured and for each we use suit-
able inference algorithms.

Configuration A: Probe Collection at Two Measurement Hosts.
Two GRE tunnels r and s are created from M1 to R1, using
distinct IP addresses at M1, denoted M1(a) and M1(b). A
GRE tunnel t is created from M2 to R1 using IP address
c on M2. Multicast routing is enabled on R1. Host M1
joins a multicast group through the tunnel s and host M2
joins the same multicast group through tunnel t. Host M1
launches probes into tunnel r, copies of which are multicast
down tunnels s and t, to be collected at M1(a) and M2(c).
In this configuration M1 and M2 can measure individual
packets. Therefore inference can be performed using the
individial packet MINC estimator [3].

Configuration B: Probe Collection at a Measurement Host
and a Router. There are two variants of this configuration.
In the first variant, the additional router R2 is positioned in
the path between R1 and M2 in order to observe packets in
transit. In the second variation, R2 substitutes for M2, and
joins the multicast group using a static IGMP join, then
observes packets destined to it. In this configuration, the
ability to distinguish individual packets is limited by the
router level measurement at R2, which is assumed to report
only aggregates. Therefore we must use the aggregate MINC
estimator [4] on packet aggregates reported by R2.

Configuration C: Observation at a Measurement Host and
Reflection. This configuration is based upon configuration
A, except that host M2, instead of measuring each packet,
responds to its receipt by multicasting a second packet into
tunnel t, subsequently to be received by M1. The config-
uration advantage of this approach is that only M1 collects
data, thus avoiding coordination of measurement collection
between multiple hosts. In Figure 2, β3 is the transmis-
sion probability on the round-trip path R1 → M2 → R1.
Here M1 can measure individual packets and inference can

be performed using the reflected MINC estimator we devel-
oped as a variant of the standard MINC estimator.

We have implemented the measurement and inference al-
gorithms in a prototype system and have tested the imple-
mentation in a research testbed. Concerning the perfor-
mance of our estimators: the relative errors of all methods
seem acceptable for a feasible measurement bandwidth over
a period of about a minute. The results indicate that under
the conditions tested, and except for some potential topo-
logical biases, estimator performance is sufficient to estimate
loss rates of between 0.02% and 5% with no worse than at
7% error on average. The presence of temporal correlation
in loss due to queueing and/or TCP source behavior does in-
crease the variance of estimators that use multipacket event
frequencies for estimation, but the resulting estimator accu-
racy is no worse than twice as bad expected. Spatial corre-
lations due to background traffic processes, although having
some impact on estimation accuracy, likewise did not unduly
increase estimation variance.

3. CONCLUSIONS
We presented techniques for estimating one-way loss from

a measurement host to network routers which do not require
any new router capabilities. While our work is motivated
by the remote virtual performance monitoring systems that
have been proposed for VPNs [1, 2], we believe our results
have wider applicability. As an example, the architecture
in the remote virtual monitoring systems can be applied to
generic IP network monitoring, which would also require a
general solution to the problem of estimating one-way loss.
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